Handout 3 - My Perfect Workspace

Instructions: Use the grid on the next page to create your ideal workspace!

First, think about what you would like to make in your workspace. It could be something artistic, like music, poetry, photography, or paintings, or technical, such as computers, musical instruments or other gadgets. Write what you will be making in your workspace below:

Second, create a list of the kinds of things you might need to include in your workspace. What tools do you need to accomplish your project? (For instance: paints and canvas for painting? A desk full of tools for inventing? A pottery wheel for making pottery?) Create your list below:

Third, create a list of the kinds of things you might want in your workspace for inspiration. Maybe a few plants, sculptures, or a refrigerator of food, or other fun things might help “inspire” you work! Create your list below:

Fourth, arrange your list of objects into the grid on the next page. Consider the relative size of everything. How big is a desk, compared to plant or television?
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